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Abstract: This study analyses the use of connectives in the World Wide Arabic corpus of selected Gulf
countries. The corpus was made up of words from selected Arabic sites based on Arabic seed-words which
are parallel to English. A quantitative method was employed in analysing the Arabic connectives extracted from
the word lists prepared using SketchEngine. The results revealed that connectives, particularly huruf al-jar

 (prepositions), were on the top ten list for the most frequent words used in all corpora irrespective
of country and genre. The study also shows that some of the connectives that are commonly taught in Arabic
language classes are not found in the corpus.
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INTRODUCTION Unlike other branches of linguistics (such as syntax,

In teaching a language one would have to choose explaining aspects of a language, corpus linguistics is a
materials that are appropriate for the level taught. As there methodology. Corpus-based approach has important
are many aspects that need to be taught, there is a need implications for theoretical, descriptive and applied
to prioritize the materials covered. These elements may language studies. Part of the research activity includes
differ from one language to another depending on among the quantification of the distribution of linguistic items [8]
them the frequency of usage. Although frequency is not (p. 7). Corpus linguistics differs from other types of
the only criterion for selecting what to teach, it should be linguistics in that real life languages are used as the basis
given due consideration in the development and selection of linguistic analysis. The naturally occurring data is used
of materials teachers  bring  into  classrooms  [1-3]. to refute generalizations based on intuition. The study
Studies  have   shown      that   teaching   words   that   are focuses on performance  rather  than  competence  [9].
frequently used are more useful to students whereas rare The findings do not only tell what is possible in a
words are less useful in the earlier stages of language language but they also help to give the picture of what it
learning [2, 3]. may be like in the future. This method of analyzing

Suggestions have been made to produce materials for linguistic data is gaining ground as the computer facilities
language instructions and assessment based on a corpus are becoming readily available and are more user-friendly.
where language is presented from natural texts rather than In corpus creation, two major problems would have
intuition [2-7]. A corpus is a collection of written texts and to be overcome. First, the texts would have to be in
transcribed speech. Such a collection is usually stored in electronic form. Although this is not the rule, having a
computerized databases. The texts collected may provide huge corpus in machine-readable form will greatly help in
textual data for corpus analysis which is done to study the analysis process. The Internet provides data in
human communication. The corpus can be used to electronically readable form which allows easy access to
analyse a language at various levels and this include corpora exchange among the linguists. The sophisticated
word, meaning and syntactical levels. nature  of  software  for  processing corpora also helps in

semantics and phonetics) which focus on describing or
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the analysis process. The second problem is to get An Example of a Complete Sentence with Connectives
permission from the various authors to include their works
as part of the corpus. However, there are uncertainties
about  electronic  texts.  The  laws concerning texts in
 electronic form are unclear and they may differ from one
country to another. Information published on the Internet,
however, is not constrained by such a law as it is
accessible to all.

For the purpose of language learning, exposing
learners particularly those in non-native environment to
samples of natural language may give students the
opportunities to discover the rules of the language and
apply them based on the new linguistic knowledge they
generated from the corpus [10, 11]. This process is
important as ‘noticing’ features of the target language is
an inevitable stage in a learning process [12-16]. Hence,
materials which are more relevant to students’ needs may
be produced using this approach.

Many of the corpora, however, are in English. This
study will focus on Arabic language, which has not been
thoroughly explored where corpus linguistics is
concerned. There is also hardly any corpus-based
research on Arabic parts of speech. This study will
examine the frequency of use of Arabic connectives on
the selected Arabic websites. 

Features of Arabic: In Arabic, a kernel sentence is made
up of al ism  (noun), alfi’l (verb) and al
hurwf connective (17). Connectives such as fî
(in) and ilâ  (to) are used more frequently than
nouns and verbs. The Arabic connectives signal a
specific relationship. They guide the reader or listener to
understand the relationship between two words or more
in a sentence or what exists beyond the sentence level
[18]. These connectives are categorized into three major
components: (a) al-rabt bi huruf al-maâny, (b) al-rabt bi
âldamayr and (c) al-rabt bi âltakryr [18]. The first
component comprises: huruf al-jar, huruf al-‘atf, huruf al-
istithnâ’, huruf jawâb al-shart, al- al-ta’ryf, hurwf wâw
al-hâl, hurwf al-isti’nâf, hurwf al-jawâb, hurwf al-nafy,
hurwf al-ta’lyl, hurwf jawâb al-qasm, hurwf al-tafsyr. The
second is made of al-damyr al-‘âiyd, asmâ’ al-ishârah
and al-asmâ’ al-mawsulah. Lastly al-rabt bi altakryr
which include i’âdah al-lafz, i’âdah ma’nâ al-lafz, i’âdah
al-mubtada’ bilafz a’am and i’âdah ahad mushtaqqât al-
lafz.( Please refer to Table 1 for the details).

The main difference with English is that in Arabic a
complete sentence can consist of only connectives, or
only a connective and a noun, or two or more connectives
and a noun.

Only:

 (fy ghayri hi)
(it) (except) (in)
In the other’s.

The word fy  above represents what is termed as
hurwf al-jar in Arabic which is similar to preposition in
English. The word ghayr  is categorized as hurwf al-
istithnâ’ and hi is under al-damyr. In Arabic all the
three are considered as connectives.

An Example of a Complete Sentence with a Connective
and a Noun:

 (ma’a al-salâmah)
(peace) (with)
Bye.

The word ma’a  above is termed as hurwf al-‘atf
in Arabic and categorized as a connective. 

An Example of a Complete Sentence with Two
Connectives and a Noun:

lahu haq"
(right) (he) (for)
He has the right.

The sentence above is made up of two connectives:
hurwf al-jar “á” , al-damyr  and a noun haq” ”.

An Example of a Complete Sentence with Two or More
Connectives and a Noun:

 (hâdhâ al-ladhî qultuhu ) 
(it) (I said) (which) (this)
This is what I said.

The word hâdhâ “  is categorized as ism al-
ishârah, al-ladhî is under ism al-mawsul and hû

 as al-damyr. All these three are considered as
connectives.

Statement of the Problem: In any language, the wide
range of connectives and the multiple-meaning each
carries in a particular context of utterance makes the
teaching  of  connectives challenging and difficult for the
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Table 1:  Connectives in Arabic

learners to put to use [19, 3, 20, 21]. In a non-native Arabic language teaching. The use of an appropriate
environment, students may be at a disadvantage because concordancer may allow the adoption of such an
they may not be exposed to all the contexts of occurrence approach. This study will look into the possibility of
for the various Arabic connectives. [22 cited in 13] using a concordancer to study the connectives that are
suggests that one way of solving this problem is by using frequently used in selected Arabic speaking countries. It
a corpus in materials development. However, this kind of will focus on the first two components only:  al-rabt bi
corpus is not easily available in the Arabic  world. This huruf al-ma’âny and al-rabt bi âl damyr, as these two
does not mean that the approach cannot be applied to comprise   specific fixed words and can be easily identified
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in a text. The last component, which is al-rabt bi âl an equal number of text size which was around 200,000
takryr, is made up of lexical items that vary from one words from each domain was analysed. The total size of
context to another. the corpus compiled was 1,002,042 words.

Although there are fifteen different types of
connectives in Arabic, not all of them are frequently used Analysis of Results: Of the 1,002,042 word corpus of
by its speakers. Hence there is a need to identify the Arabic, the hurwf al-jar (prepositions) were found to be
frequency of use for each group to help in identifying the most frequently used connectives (Table 2 for the
what should be taught first in teaching Arabic particularly frequency list). 
to foreign learners. This study is thus conducted to find In all the five countries, harwf al-jar was used the
the frequency of connectives used by native speakers of most in the selected texts. This was followed by huruf al-
Arabic. ‘atf, then al-asmâ’ al-mawsulah and asmâ’ al-ishârah.

Objectives of Study which connectives ought to be taught first to Arabic
The Objectives of this Study Are To: learners. This finding is in line with the suggestions made

Examine the number of times a connective occurred based on frequency study. In this case, it is advisable to
in selected Arab countries websites, particularly teach huruf al-jar to the beginners followed by huruf al-
those that are based in Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, ‘atf , then asmâ’ al-ishârah and al-asmâ’ al-mawsulah.
Sudan and Iraq; Huruf al-isti’nâf and huruf al-tafsyr could be taught in the
Determine whether there are differences in the advanced level classes. 
frequency of use of connectives in in Saudi Arabia, The table also shows that the connective has multiple
Egypt, Jordan, Sudan and Iraq. meanings with a certain connotation occurring more

MATERIALS and METHODOS

In this study, data will be analysed at graphological al-masjid" (mosque) (to) (library) (from) (I) (walked)
level. At this level, the counts of individual letters and I walked from the library to the mosque. hurwf al-jar 
punctuation marks are made. The counting of word-forms
is easy to do but one would have to define the word
delimiters to reduce anomalies. 

Data in this study was drawn from Internet materials
from five of the main Arabic speaking countries namely
Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Jordan, Sudan and Iraq. The data
was compiled using WebBootCat. Sketch Engine was
then applied  to  search  by  keyword-in-context  (KWIC).
A corpus which consisted of about 200,000 words from
each WWW national domain was then developed. This
was done by restricting the search to the country sites
based on the country domain such as URLs which ended
with “.eg” for Egypt, “.sa” for Saudi Arabia, “.jo” for
Jordan, “.sd” for Sudan and “.iq” for Iraq. 

WebBootCat was used to find the lists of URLs
which matched the subsets of three seed-words and to
generate webpages listing the URLs. The seed-words
refer to common words that appear in any ordinary
language text; either single word or multi-word
expressions [23]. This study used Arabic seed-words
prepared by [24].

The size of data was, however, limited by the capacity
of the software. At one time, the software could analyse
up to 1 million tokens only. For the purpose of this study,

Such information could be used by teachers in deciding

by [2, 5] that the order of grammatical topics should be

frequently than others. For example the word min”ãä”:

"mashaytu min al-maktabah ilâ

in sentence (1) signifying ibtidâ’ al-ghâyah(starting
point).

" "akaltu juzan min al-raghyf" )
bread) (from) (part) (I) (ate) I ate part of the bread.
The hurwf al-jar “ãä” in sentence (2) means al-
tabi’yd(part of).

"qarabtu minhu" )him) (from) (I)

(closed) I came close to him. 

The hurwf al-jar  in sentence (3) indicates al-
intihâ’ (ending).

" "âl mudyr
ya’rifu al-tâlib al-mujtahid min al-tâlib al-
mutakâsil" (lazy) (student) (from) (hardwork)
(student) (knows) (headmaster)

The headmaster can distinguish a hardworking
student from a lazy one.

The hurwf al-jar “ãä” in sentence (4) means al-fa?l
(distinguish)
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Table 2: Occurrence of Connectives huruf al-jar

The above indicates the need for a syllabus designer to  dhanikum , ula'ikuma , tanika ,
consider deciding which meaning of the same word
should be stressed on first in teaching the language.

The existence of the corpus itself may help the
teacher or material developer in providing examples of
sentences based on their context of occurrence. The raw
data can be a rich source for material development. An
example for hurwf al-jar that can be extracted from the
corpus is: 

(Sketch Engine, doc.id2 , doc.text 715-6296)

Since its inception the state moves steadily towards
a closer unity and coherence.

Table 2 also shows that the distribution of
occurrence of the different types of connectives is the
same in all the countries chosen for this study. This
reflects that there is a specific pattern of usage in the real
world.

The analysis also revealed that some of asma'
al-isharah which belonged to al-rabt bi hurwf al-ma'any
did not appear in the frequency list. These are, however,
included in many Arabic language textbooks including
those meant for beginners e.g. tanikum   tanikunna

hatyna , dhakunn , al-ala' , dhanikun
. Often students are expected to memorize them

although they hardly encounter these words in their daily
life.

CONCLUSION

The study shows that certain Arabic connectives
were used more often than others. It is observed that
certain meaning of a particular word occurs more
frequently than its other connotations. This information
is valuable in deciding which grammar components ought
to be taught to learners. Textbook writers can make
informed decision based on data sourced from a corpus,
as it provides information on authentic language use.
Such a move will make teaching more relevant and useful
to the learners of the language. The corpus can also be
used to promote discovery learning in the classroom.

The study also points to the need to popularize data-
driven approach. Web-tools such as BootCat and
SketchEngine can enable teachers to compile their own
corpus without having to be technical experts in
programming. This corpus based teaching materials can
help expose students to authentic materials in actual
language use.
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